A global leader in operational learning solutions

LEARNING
PATHWAYS

Simplified Learning Management
Extend the reach of your LMS
content while giving learning
teams, course authors, field
managers, and learners the ability
to create and assign courses, track
progress, and measure results.

Certifications In The Flow of Work
Free structured learning and
certifications from your LMS.
Without missing a beat, employees
can take courses (any time, anywhere, on any device), get trainer
sign off, and get back to work.

LEARNING PATHWAYS KEY FEATURES:
Learning Content Reuse And Reinforcement
Author modern learning content once and reuse the same content in multiple
places including learning pathways, microlearning, and quick reference learning.
Course Management
Easily create flexible, media-rich courses with gated steps and multiple content
types, including standards-based content like SCORM and AICC or external links
in flexible learning pathways.
Learning Assignments
Create centralized learning groups
and distribution rules for assignments across teams. HQ learning
teams or managers can easily
assign learning pathways to
individuals and teams or learning
paths can be automatically
assigned.
Guided Training
From onboarding to new product rollouts, employees navigate step-by-step
through their training with an easy-to-use interface that shows them exactly
what they need to do and when.
Trainer Sign-off
Add the human touch to your digital learning and increase accountability across
your training program by giving trainers the ability to track, verify, and certify
new skills in real time.
Role-based Dashboards
Managers, employees, and your training department all have role-based views
of course assignments, progress, and results by an individual team or across
the organization.

End-to-End Learning
Allow your learners to complete
structured courses at their own
pace—then let them easily and
quickly search and reference their
notes, and what they learned any
time they want.
WHO WE HELP
McDonalds, Allstate, Whole Foods,
Taco Bell, Caterpillar, Abbott, Pure
Storage, CHRISTUS Health, Love’s,
Comcast, Tumi, and others.
INKLING LEARNING PATHWAYS
delivers certification in the flow of
work with guided, multi-step
training and trainer sign off.

“

The LMS is no longer enough to
engage the modern learner and is
becoming a 'behind the curtain'
administrative system. Modern
Learning Platforms like Inkling are
providing more and more functionality to bring traditional learning
content found in the LMS to the
learner, instead of bringing the
learner to the learning in the LMS.
Jim Lundy, Senior Manager,
CEO and Lead Analyst at
Aragon Research
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